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UNITED STATES 
1,668,011 

PATENT OFFICE. 

ALBERT FRIEDMANN, OF WYOMISSING, PENNSYLVANIA. 
AUTOMATIC FEEDING AND PUNCHING MECHANISM. 

Application filed May 19, 

My invention relates particularly to au 
tomatic feeding and punching mechanism 
for facilitating quantity production of 
punched plain and shaped plates for struc 
tural and other uses. 
My general purpose is to provide for most 

satisfactorily attaining this obviously im 
portant purpose, by means of mechanism of 
simplified construction and operation. To 
this end my improved mechanism provides 
for jointly carrying a sample-punched pat 
tern plate; and a blank plate intended to be 
similarly punched, by means of a common 
carrier-table to which successive feed move 
ments are imparted under control of an au 
tomatic stop-pin mechanism, and in accord 
with a like controlled selective punch mecha 
nism adapted to operate upon the blank 
plate during the feed intervals, as herein 
after fully described in connection with the 
accompanying drawings illustrating a pre 
ferred embodiment of my invention; the 
novel features of the invention being clearly 
defined in the subjoined claims. 

Fig. 1 is a side elevation of a mechanism 
embodying my invention; the view being in 
the direction of arrow 1, Fig. 2, and the 
punch mechanism at the rear being shown 
partially in cross-section. 

Fig. 2 is a plan view showing part of the 
punch machine broken away on the line 2-2 
of Fig. 1 so as to show the several punch 
gags Fig. 3 is an enlarged cross-sectional view 
on the line 3-3 of Fig. 1. 
The feed table 15 is adapted to jointly 

carry a pattern plate B provided with any 
required number of desiredly spaced aper 
tures, and a blank plate C (dotted lines) in 
which corresponding apertures are to be au 
tomatically punched in succession as the 
blank plate is moved in determined steps un 
der any number of selectively operative 
punches 10, 10, 10 carried in the reciprocated 
ram 11 of the punching machine. As shown 
the blank plate C is suitably secured to the 
carrier table 15, which directly carries the 
pattern plate B, by laterally extending table 
arms 15 pivoted to table brackets 15°; the 
two plates being laid flat side by side, with 
the blank plate C in a somewhat higher 
plane and in advance of the pattern plate as 
indicated, so that both plates are rigidly 
carried by the table 15. The plate C only 
is passed under the punches 10, the pattern 
plate E3 passing to one side of the latter line 

adjustably-tensioned slide 
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der a stop mechanism which properly limits 
the successive feed movements of the carrier 
table 15 as hereinafter fully described. 
As illustrated, D indicates a punching 

machine frame having its bed provided with 
a changeable die blockd, and with a series 
of anti friction rolls 16, 16 upon which the 
blank plate C is moved by the laterally ex 
tended carrier table 15. The mann portion 
of carrier table 15 is provided with wheels 
20, 20 which run on parallel tracks 21, 21. 
forming part of an annex frame 23 arranged 
in fixed relation to the punching machine. 
The joint step-by-step feeding movement 

of the pattern and blank plates is effected, 
as shown by a fiction-connection 25 having 
frictionally engaging the opposite sides of 
a depending longitudinal rib. 15 of the car 
rier table 15; to which connection a regular 
reciprocating movement is imparted in a 
suitable guideway 23 (Fig. 3) on the annex 
frame 23, and the frictional tension of plates 
25", 25", being such as to grip and move the 
rib 15 when the carrier table is free to 
move, or to slide freely on said rib 15 when 
the carrier table is held against movement. 
This regular reciprocating movement of the 
friction-connection 25 is adapted to impart 
an irregular feeding movement to the car 
tier table 15 and its attached pattern plate 
B and blank plate C, as determined by en 
gagement of one or more stop pins 30, 30, 30 
with successive apertures in the pattern 
plate B; any excess reciprocating movement 
of the friction-connection 25 resulting in an 
idle sliding movement of the plates 25, 25, 
upon the frictionally engaged table rib 15, 
as above set forth. 
The stop-pin mechanism is mounted above 

the main pattern plate portion of carrier 
table 15; the stop-pins 30 corresponding with 
the laterally spaced holes in the pattern B. 
These stop-pins are vertically guided in the 
frame portion 23 (Fig. 3), and are nor 
mally depressed by separate springs 30, and 

plates 25, 25, 
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periodically, raised by a cam 35 on shaft 36. 
This shaft is regularly rotated in synchro 
nism with the reciprocated punch ram 11, 
and is also provided with a feed cam 37 ar 
ranged to operate the friction connection 25 
through lever 38 and link 39. The eccentric 
portion 35 of cam 35 operates at eachiro 
tation upon a vertically guided rod 40, 
through evers 41, 42, to lift a common pin 
raising lever 43; this movement occurring 
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after each punching action of the ran 11 
and preliminary to the feed movement of the 
frictional connection 25. The latter move 
ment carries the table 15 and pattern plate 
B forward under the raised pins, until 
springs 30 depress certain of the latter into 
a succeeding pattern aperture. 
The raising of the stop pins 30 to release 

the pattern plate B for the next feed move 
ment of table 15, is made to operatic upon 
a gag mechanism for the series of punches 
10. This mechanism. as indicated. is essen 
tially such as has been heretofore employed 
to determine the operativeness of the respec 
tive punches, each gag 50 heing laterally 
slidable in the punch block 51 so as to iring 
an aperture or recess 52 therein into or Out 
of alinement with a vertical slidable pinch 
10 as indicated. and thereby make the latter 
ineffective or effective on a succeeding stroke 
of the ram. I provide that each of the up 
wardly extending stop pins 30, when raised, 
shall come into contact with a lever 55, piv 
oted at 56. So as to cause the opposite end of 
said lever to swing a gag-contacting lever 
57, and thereby inoperatively positioning the 
corresponding gag 50. 
When the cam projection 35 has passed 

the forwardly fed pattern plate I3 will sup 
port the pins in raised position until it is 
stopped by one or more of the pins bring 
automatically lowered into an a lined pattern 
aperture; which lowering releases the cor 
responding gag and permits its spring 53 to 
an automatically move it so as to make the 
corresponding punch 10 operative. 
The punched plate produced may be an 

exact duplicate of the pattern plate B, or it 
may be a structural shape comprising a plato 
member in which like punchings are made. 
Both the pattern and blank plates are moved 
forward by the friction feed device 25 until automatically stopped by stop-pin engage 
ment with the first hole or holes in the pat 
tern plate B, the friction device 25 sliding 
idly on the table rib 15 for the balance of 
its stroke. This plate engaging movement 
of the stop-pins sets the corresponding 
punch gags 50 to cause punching of like 
holes in the blank plate C as the punch rain 
descends: during which latter movement the 
friction-feed connection 25 is idly returned to its starting position. The stop pins are 
then raised by cam 35 to permit another 
forward friction-feed movement, and to set 
the punch gags 50 into operative position 
until they are released by automatic reen 
gagement of certain of the pins with the 
next hole or holes in the pattern plate for 
the next punching operation; and so on until 
the corresponding punching of the blank 
plate is automatically completed. The stroke 
of the fiction feed device 25 is ordinarily greater than the longitudinal spacing of any 
succeeding holes, but two or more feed 
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strokes may occur without any effective 
punching action, the complete reproduction 
of the pattern punchings bcing in any case 
effected automatically. 
The particular construction illustrated 

provides for duplicating in the lank plate 
at each action of the rain, a maxiinuin of 
three transversely alined apertures in the 
pattern plate: the spacin? of these being 
obviously readily varied by correspondingly 
changing the die block (d : in panch block 
51, and the number of punches and stop pins 
employed being readily increase if required. 
As conveniently illustrated the reproduction 
is reversely punched relative to the placed 
pattern plate, this merely involving reversal 
of one or the other plate. The simple leans 
indicated in the drawings for returning the 
carrier table 15. comprises merely a hand op 
erated pinion-whool (ii) arranged in mosh 
with a toothed Jack 61 on the longitudinal 
r) 5 of the tario tale i5 and a hant 
lever 62 and catch (33 for holding the stop 
pins in raised position; and there is no 
showing of drive connections to the punch 
ram. The feed mechanism comprising the 
table reciprocating means and the stop mech 
anism for determining its effective action 
coincidently with the control of the effortive 
puncil action, and other features specifically 
lescribed may be embodied in modified form 
without departing from the invention as de 
fined in the claims. 

What claim is: 
1. In combination with a punch mecha 

nism. and plate carrier table: a table-feed 
mechanism comprising a frictionally en 
gaged 'aciprocative drive connection; and a 
littern-engaging stop nechanism compris 
ing stop-pins adapted to automatically de 
termine the effective feed-movement impart 
ed to the table and the selective action of 
the punch mechanism. 

2. An automatic feeding and punching 
mechanism conprising a common carrier 
table for pattern-punched and blank plates; 
: fictionally engaged reciprocative drive 
connection for said table; a stop-pin mech 
anism adapted to automatically engage and 
disengage Successively presented holes in 
Said pattern plate; punch mechanism for 
Said blank plate; and means controlled by 
said pattern plate and stop-pin mechanism 
for determinedly limiting successive feed 
movements to the carrier table and simul 
taneously setting said punch mechanism. 

3. In an automatic feeding and punching 
mechanism comprising a common carrier 
table for pattern-punched and blank plates, 
a stop-pin mechanism there for adapted to 
automatically engage and disengage succes 
sive holes in said pattern plate, punch mech 
anism for Said blank plate operatively con 
trolled in accord with said stop-pin mech 
allisin; and a feed mechanism for said car. 
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rier table comprising a regularly reciprocat 
ed and normally operative frictionally en 
gaged connection inoperatively slidable 
thereon when said stop-pin mechanism is pattern-engaged. 

4. In an automatic feeding and punching 
mechanism comprising a common carrier 
table for pattern-punched and blank plates, 
a punch mechanism provided with punch 
gags, means for imparting determined feed 
movements to said table, means for selective 
ly limiting said feed movements comprising 
automatically operated stop pins adapted to 
engage and disengage pattern-apertures in 
the pattern-punched plate as the latter moves 
with the carrier, gag positioning means, and 
mechanical means operatively connecting the 
gag positioning means and the stop pins, to 
permit the latter to control the gag posi 
tioning means by the aperture engaging and 
disengaging positioning of said stop pins. 

5. In an automatic feeding and punching 
mechanism, a plate carrier table, a table 

25 
feeding mechanism comprising a frictional 
ly engaged reciprocative drive connection, a 
lever attached to said connection, cam actu 
ated means for Oscillating said lever, and a 
pattern engaging stop mechanism compris 
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ing stop pins adapted to automatically de 
termine the effective feed movement impart 
ed to the table and the selective action of the 
punch mechanism. 

6. In an automatic feeding 
mechanism, a carrier table for pattern and 
blank plates, a stop mechanism including 
movable elements adapted to engage the pat 
tern plate, a common lever for moving all of 
said elements in one direction, mechanical 

and punching 

B 

means for actuating said lever, punch select 
ing gags, and gag positioning means con 
trolled by said elements. 

7. In an automatic feeding and punching 
mechanism, a carrier table adapted to Sup 
port and move a pattern plate and blank 
plate arranged edge to edge, means for inter 
mittently feeding the table forwardly, stop 
pin mechanism adapted to automatically en 
gage successively presented holes in said 
pattern plate to determinedly limit the feed 
ing movement of said table, punch mecha 
nism for said blank plate selectively posi 
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tioned by said stop pin mechanism, means 
for disengaging said stop pin mechanism 
and simultaneously resetting said punch 
mechanism preliminary to a successive feed 
movement of the carrier table, means for re 
turning the carrier table to its initial posi 
tion, and means for locking the stop pin 
mechanism in inoperative position. 

8. In an automatic feeding and punching 
mechanism, a common carrier table adapted to 
support and move a pattern plate and blank 
plate arranged edge to edge, a transverse 
frame extending across said table, a rocking 
lever supported by the frame, punch selecting 
gags, gag positioning means controlled by 
said lever, reciprocating stop pins engaging 
the lever for actuating the latter, a common 
lever for actuating all of the stop pins in 
one direction, means for continuously oscil 
lating the last mentioned lever, and con 
tinuously operated means for intermittently 
feeding the table forwardly. 
In testimony whereof I affix my signature. 

ALBERT FREEDMANN. 
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